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Art And Indian Children Of The Dakotas, An
Introduction To Art And Other Ideas, Series Two is
part two, of a bicultural educational series designed
and produced especially for use in Aberdeen Area
Schools with predominently western Sioux popular
tions. Th9 series does, hOwever, have educational
import for children and teachers everywhere who
have an interest in ttie art and culture of the western
Sioux.
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Before anyone can really
appreciate something4 he has
to know about it. We gan
know things by using our
senses.
SENSES?

. Did you ever, hear anyone
.say:
Use your senses.
or
Don't you have any sense?
or
He doesn't have any sense at
all.
or
She is finally coming to her
senses.

f

P9 o I of K 4:t

3

Used in these ways, sense,
means almost the same as
smart. Another word !or
smart is INTELLIGENT. A
person who is very intelligent
is sometimes called WISE.
Long ago old people were
wise. Are old people wise'
today?

, A wise person is one who
has a lot of sense and uSes it.

He is a very SENSIBLE
Person.

Do you have sense?
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Now.. . what cki we mean .

rAihen we say sense? What do
we mean when we say vkie

learn by, using our senses? .

It has been said that we
have five senses.
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We can hear things- wit
our ears.

This is called the sense. of
az

hearing.
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. We can *see with our eyes.
-This is callecl the §ense of

sight. .
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We can tasie with our w.

tong6e and know if asome-
thing is sweet, sour, salty or
bitter. This is called the sense
of taste. \



A

TOUCH
We can feel th ngs with oqr

bodies.
This is called the sense of .

touch.

z'.



SMELL
One cari smell with his

nose.
This is called the sense of

smell.
,o

The symbols on these
page§ are the ways other
Indians frori the Northwest
Coast drew, carved and
painted ears,. eyes, hands,
noses and mouths.
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We use ;our Onses to hea:r/ sigps of warning
feceive mesages from the: and danger-.
world ark:mm:1 u-dk The rileS-- We use our' sense to
sages we\ receive .aT.,:things protect ourselves.
our sebses us. For

i
example; ,-. 4.-..,. ..

. Y

P. '.1
Our sense of touch tells '/./

,
,

'us if something s hot,/,..
, warm, cool or .col,c1. ...;,./

Our eyes can see
things so we,-,can ..1<pow

. , whqe We Are, where we
are going and whtat...inay

,,.

be in our .way. ,, ,
. ., .-,,,,,-

Our-. sense of hearing , I.

makes it. possjble to talk
pnd list9ntothérs and

17
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Ve us4e our senses in otifer
ways besides tp .protect
ourse,lve. Thee other ways
help' us to appreciate mahy

'things in- life,
We use our senses to

receive hwpy messages from
the world around us. Our
'senses are the doorways and
windows to our minds and
spirits of life. Some people
call this. .our innermost. TOe
messages we take in and
kepp in ourseive$, are stored
there and are c'alled memory.
These are things we,,, kiave
Iparned.

Pcolila 1,14,0K pckit.



Receiving 'm eSsages
through our senses is one
way of learninb. By learning
throogh our senses v./qq, know_

many things.

Here is a poem about the
window of her mind, written
by an eighth grade girl.

-2i

Ns 4T / N !

\
I /

A wihdow is spmetirros
hard to close and hard
to: operi.
Some people would like
to have their windowp
open. 1

But they have memories
they don't want to
remember,

vhaveAnd would rther.
them close and, not
remember the past.

,

.

r
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Our sense of touch makes
itpossible to touch and .feel
things in the world around us.

We are-able td touch and
feel the smoothness of silk
cloth, the roughnesg of a

gunny sack or the bite of. ap
icy wirid.

"? 3
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With our sehse of taste<We
6re ablO to enjoy eating rnally
'kinds of food with.* rnanif../-;
differerit flavors. O'ur $eri*of
midi also. heilps, sus ehjoy:
things We eat With our sense'
of smell inte ci also smell
fresh air, summer flowers,and
plants and fall leaves.
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We use our senses to
make and k.eep ourseivë§
satisfiedand happy. With our'
ears we are able to listen to
pleasant sounds such as
music, birds and the wind.
We can alsts hew the words
of peopre we love and who
love 'us.
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There are many ways
-people become intelligent.
Learning through our senses
is one way. Learning through
our senses is very important
when we learn about art.

If we are to use our senses
and learn much; we must bp
AWARE. To be AWARE,
means to be awake more
than. usual.

Do you know, the differ-
ence between being awake
and being asleep or sleepy?
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sometimes we
are not as awake as we can
bes. To really be awake is to
notice things we dor0 usually
pay attention to. Doing this is
being aware.

In our lives we pay
!attention to some things
more than others. When we
pay attention to something,

31
S14:

we sep, smell, hear, taste and
feel the world around us in a
very careful way.

When we beconr aware of
something we examine it very
carefully for a long time. We
notice many things about it
and remember those-things.

We would not know
certain things if we always
hurried through the da'y never
looking very scarefuljly.

32
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. To learn about art we must
be aware of the life in the
world and all around us.

Do you remOniber what
appreciate mons? It means
we like something or some-
body because of the way they
make us feel inside. hen we
sense them when we
see, hear, touch, smell of
taste. People who appreciate

drp.



and make.art are people who
are aware of the many
different things in the world
including people. Most peo-
bie can become more aware.
By becoming more aware we
ae ablp to learn more about
the world in which we live.
We are able to know how to
live and take care of the world

i.
fax;241,71A1:i
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Most impoilant, we are
able to keep learning new
things we didn't know before
if we keep 6sing our senses.

Somp day you will be Mei%
You will need to answer and
figure out big problems about
living. You will have to decide
which things you want to
change in your.life and in the
world. If you can learn to
solve little problems nov\i'l you
are already becornihg

A wise man or woman
keeps learv\ing and being
pware all his life.

4
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As you naci this book you
will slowly become aware of
certain things in our world.
Read it slowly and think
about what you learn before
going on to the next page.

a
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NOTHING CAN BE SOMETHIN



IS CALLED SPfICE

QIl
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SOMETIMES\
SPACE IS WHERE

NOTHING iS
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Sk.dliiE SPACE WE KNKJW
VERY LITTLE ABOUT,

Such as the space beyond
the sun. Up in the sky and
beyond the stars is endless
space.



Some spaces are little.
When you drink up a bottle of
pop, nothing is left inside the
bottle. This emptiness is
space.
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An empty pocket is also
space, . .so is the inside o
an empty 'peanut shell.,



SOME SPACES ARE VERY USEFUL

FOR EXAMPLE



THE EMPTINESS OF A BOWL
ITIE,ANS WE GIN PUT SOMETHING IN IT



THE SPACE.OF A DOORWAY
MEANS WE CAN Gi, INSIpE AND OUTSIDE



PINNIESS OF A BA
MEANS VfCAN PUT SOMETHI IN IT
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LOTS OF SPACE-
.

Means a place for young
people to run; jump skip, ,
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IN 0 II 101 II walk, h p, leap, gallop, sli0e,
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REMEMBER

WIRINESS IS WHERE NOTHING IS

UNTIL WE-THINK ABOUT IT. THEN

NOTHING BECOMES A VERY

NDERFUL SOMETHING CALLED





A

Whe we learn about
spaGe in art we mean a very
special thing called:
en vi ron ment
in 'vi ren ment

ENVIRONMENT is a word
that means the place where
anything lives or stays for a
while.

is



In the language of art,
anything that takes up space
or lives in space is called a



SPACEis the
ENVIRONMENT

of

MASS
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SS?
MASS 'CAN BE:

soft thin
hard thi6k
hot rough
Qold smooth
Jiqoid finV
solid little #

airy big
light huge,
-heavy ,alive

. fragile dpad

" ' 4

moving

long
short
09nd
square
9blong
jrfeguliar
sharp
pointed

4.1
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DID YOU KNOW
NJ

Your own body is a mass
surrounded by &pace.

Even your thumb is a little.4, Ird

mass hdoked on to a bigger
'mass which is your hand and
arm.
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If you fill an empty bottle
with water, you replace the
space inside with a little mass
bf water.

0. 0



If a valley is / filled with
water, a large space has been
replaced by a large mass of
water.

in our world we live with
masses and spaces all around
us.

We see and know many
kinds and sizes of masses and
spaces.

Our world is neither iI

space nor all mass. Our.world
is made of both.



,Le

The kinds of spaces and
masses we have bden learn-
ing about are called:
ac tu al
ak" choo el

They are coiled ACTUAL
because they rpally are in
everyday life as we know it.

Cl
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A

When a nils\has:
a froni
a back
sides
a top
and, a bottom that we can
see, touch or taste, we say it
is an actual mass.

65



TICIPAL, 11.11ASS,ES HOVE

THREE DIMENSI

Of

di men- sions
di. men' shens



THREE DIMENSIONAL MEANS A MASS HAS:

1. HEIGI-If 2. WIDTH 3. DEPTH

is tall or short is barrow or wide is deep or shallow
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A space partly surrounded
by a mass Is called a

vol ume
'val yern

illeuvows

104
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Sometimes a mOs is
closed shut with sp'ace inside
it such as:
a light bulb

. a balloon
a closed shoe box.

The space insideif is still a
volume. Can ydu 'think of
others?

105

The space in a bowl is a
volume.

The space in pn empty
bottle is a volume.

The space inpide a house is
a volume .

h9le in the rbund is a
spa.ce surrounded by dirt and
is also a volume..
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ND YOU liNC.
Some kinds of art are thr6e

dimensional.
Three -drniension11- dart is "

calleci
sculp tirre
`sku!pr tur

*,,t1
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Sometimes sculpture is
three dimenskinal art that
represents things in our
world.

Sometimes sculpture does
notrepresent anything but is
just good to look at and
touch.'
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you KNOW
$culpture is made by

arranging or putting together
masses and spaces.

The masses become C
shapes that are:
big or little
thick or thin
rough or smooth
flat or rounded
long or short

shiney' of dull
straight or ctirved
hard or soft

The spaces become vol-
umes 'that are:
deep or shallow
large, or small
wide or narrow
or go all the way thr:ough the
mass.
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$.ome., Sculpture is thick
and solid and sits or stands by
itself.

it . is called:
mon o glith ic
ma'n e ik
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Sculpture can be made by*

CARVING

CONSTRUCTING

123
80



C8RVING a Q.

Carving is cutting or chipping
away from a .solid ma§s such
as wood, stone or a man-
enade solid,

Modeling is building up a
MODELING mass by adding small pieces

of a soft medium such as
clay, wax, paper mache or
licwid plaster.

CONSTRUCTING

125

Constructing is joining. to-
gethee of parts of materials 17y
gluing;... tyirig;
inO, tapin9, §tapliripplct
or Inield160". ;

81
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The 'brig ago Lakota did
nOt make sculpture as we
know it today. Thfey were
hunters and warriors arid had
to move ,their whole camps
often. Almost everything they
owned had to be light,
unbreakable and easy to
move. Almost everything
they owned had some prac-
tical use. Practical means it
was used for something that
helped keep one alive or do a
job.

Almost everything the La-

127
82

kota owned was important
for living. This means all the
things they ownedmere used
for tools, shelter, clothing and
transportation. Our long ago
relatives also owned certain
things that were used in
ceremonies. These ceremon-
ies were times when the
people prayed for the well
being of each other and all
the people. So, eve he cere-
monial objects re con-
s ered useful for living.

128



Here is a list of \ctivities
done long ago for which our
people used special tools and
other things:
riding
shooting
§ndring
roping
tying
pulling
pushing
carrying
gathering
dipping
digging

and

129

cutting
chopping
pounding
scraping
stretching
drying
cooking
storing
sewing
playing
eating

praying

r

a
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SOME OF THE THINGS
THEY OWNED

Some. of the things they
owned were for shelter and
protection from ithe weather,
such as:
clothes
robes for wearing
robes for bedding
tipis
tipi liners

ly4itr-2, 101X.,
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SOME OF THE THINGS
THEY OWNED-

Some of th-e things they
owned were for sacred
ceremonies and were such
things as:
pipes
decorated sticks
rattles
drums
medicine, bundles
head dresses
decorated robes
bowlsla* spoons
certain clothes decorated in
cértain ways

135
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Even though life was at
times hard and the people
had only a few important
things, they liked beauty very
much.-They tpok much time
and worked very hard to
make alrno% everything they
owned beautifill. While they
made only a few kinds of
sculpture as we know it
today, almost all their three
dimensional constructions
were made more beautiful by
painting and sewing decora-
tions to them. Many of the

things were made in such a
way that when they were
worn or, moved by a breeze
they were, as beautiful as a
mobile.

Most of the thr°ee dimen
sional things our people
made rivere either carved or
constructed. They were theh
decorated with colors, fea-
thers, shells, porcupine quills,
beads or hair. If you don't
rembmber what carved or
constructed mepn turn back
to page 81 .



On the pages to follow are
eilxamples of thrge dimension-

.

al beautiful things the Lakota
people have made. These
things wqr once used in
everyday'living long ago; Do
we still, use some of /these
things today? Why or why.
not?



(

tipi is a hollow cone:
shaped m9ss. The inside
volume was used as a living
space. Our long ago relatives
of the plains had tipis for their,
homes.

In construction, appear-
ance and design, the tri-
angularr shape of the cone is
said to be one of strength and
stability. This constructioh
was the most often used
sfructure of the Lakota. The
/dome constrtthtion was used
i for the NnIViodge and as a

,7%storage structure for dogs
/1 and extra. belongings.



An old Lakota wiseman has
said the shape of the tipi is
round like the power of

akan Thnka //Which is
without beginning or end. He
believed the tipi, as home,
was a good and holy place
without any corners of
darkness. The inside shape of
the tipi was circular and
everyone had their place. He
compared it to a nest in
which a family of birds live
and grow.

The tipi was the summer
and winter home of the
Lakota. It could be put up and

149
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taken down quickly-and was
well suited to.the hunting and
moving life of dur people who
followed, the, bison. They
sometimes had to riiove fast
and often. Thee tipi was well
suited to this way of life.

The poles of the tipi were
made of lodge-pole pine,
western yellow pine, tam-
arack or White cedar. These
poles .w.ere replabed each
year or as they wpre down
and became short from Lise
and travel. . '

When the frame of fifteen
or twenty poles, depending
itrio
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on the size of the tipi, were
set in place,the covering was
raised on another pole which
was the last pole in.place. The
sides were, then brought

/5/



aro'und and hooked thgelther
in the front with lacing pins.
These were thin sticks which
were stuck through little
holes in the front of the tipi
covering. Stakes or pins were
then pounded in around the
outside edge to hold the tent
fast to the ground. In these
.vvys a very strong structure
able to withstand sp-ong
winds and harsh weather was
created.

A fire could be built inside
and the smoke could leave
through an opening in the
top. This opening had. twQ

.

flaps, one on qach side.of the
oirning. These flaps were
held up by long poles which
leaned against the back and
sides of the tipi. If one wished
to cl9se the hole at the top he
simply moved ,the poles that
held the flaps open.

I°
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The covering for the tipi
was made of fourteen to
twenty-two bison hides. The
tipi was made and owned by
the woman who cherished it
and fook great pride in its
upkeep and appearance. It
was her responsibility to
move it: Because of the way
the tipi was made, it was
easily folded and put on the
travois of poles along with
othertiblongings.'

Long, long ago when, the
Lakota were newcomers to
the plains and prairies and did
not have horses, they had

15 4
96

.*

smaller tipis. As horses
became plentiful and our
people learned .to use them
well, they could riciq faster
and hunt better. The people
using many horses were able
to kill more bison, go further
and haul more things. This
meant they could have larger
tipis with longer poles.

Using horses for transpor-
tation our people could travel
long distances to get long
slender poles that did not
grow on the plains. When
camp was being moved these
long poles vvre tied into two

155



bunches and dragged on
each side of a horse much like
a travois. The horse usujally
belonged to the woman too
and was one of her most
precious friends.

The Lakota with the help of
the horse were able to carry
more personal be,ongings,
longer tipi poles ahd larger
tipis. The Ten also became
more expd6ri riders and Icxetter
warriors and hunters. They
were able to do many brave
things ,and win many honors.
The extra hides,- furs, dried
meat and even horses could

be traded to other Indians
and white people for guns,
knives, kettles, cloth, paints
and beads. These things
greatly changed the life of the
people. Getting beads and
brightly colored paints also
changed the art of the people
as they learned to use these
thiags hi new ways. Some-
times they combined the new
materials with the older
materials. Sometimes a new
medium- replaced an older
medium such as beads
replacing quiliwork. Gradually
the new media gave rise to

97



a very rich and strong pay
of making and using aft.

The tipi walls and inside
linings became broad spaces
where a man who had done
many brave and' good things
could paint pictures and
pictographs telling of the
things he had done. The
wives, mothers, sisters and

s grandmothers made many
fine beaded, painted and
porcupine quilled decorations
and borders which were sewn
and tied to the inside liner and
outside walls of the tipi.-

Our people thought much

98 158

of their homes and did much
to make theni beautiful
places to live and be peaceful.
Everyone who lived as a
family or was a visitor in ,a tipi
kted and behaved according
to certain rules- of good
conduct. Each family member
had his sRecial place in the
home where his belongings
and bed were. No one could
use that place jwithou,t the
owner's .permission-: Nobody
would think of searching
through somebody else's
belongings or using another's
private possessions. At the

159.
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very bpck of the tipi, opposite dimensional construction with
the door, was the, place ot, brightcolors and decorations
honor. .This was the pike inside and out. Most im-
where the mah of the housp .. portant,the tipi' represented a
had his things or a special vpy of, life and the way
altar where skred things people should behave and
were kept. If aa special guest liVeveqbefully, equally and in
should come to. visit :they harmony with each other
were ollowed to sit, in the when they are in the home. It
place of honqr. A persori been said that the home
always' entered' going lo the andfamily life in the home is,
left, clockwise and , wtiat makes a person good
inside the home, spoke in a and wipe, a place where he or
very soft and gentle tone oof she first learns the meaning
voice. of .loye, respect and sharing

In these ways' the tipi We might also sayA was the
became a beautiful three place where our, people also

;.

.t,
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Floor plan of onp Lakota tipi



learned and loved the mean-
ing of beauty.

As early as 1876 our people
had begun using cpnvas tipis.
and government issued wall
tents. These wall tents were
much like the -white tents
shaped like little ho6ses that
we see today at some homes
and especiaily at celebrations,"
People began using these
n'aOw things because they
were no longer allowed to
follow the bison and hunt as
in the earlier days. A[most all
the bison had been killed off
by the whiteman band the

.10
102 41

Lakota were gradually being
forced to live in one place, the
reservation. The Lakota- had
no ch9ice but to use what
they could get for shelter. .

,.By 1880 most of the people
had moved away from a

4,single large camp at an
agency and had settled. in
'different parts of the reser-
vation along creeks and

Isprings of water. The ndian
pgents held back rations .6t,
which were actually / treaty
payments for lar,16 :taken
from the people. It was
decided by governrrient policy
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that the Lakota people should
become farmers and ranchers
since they how lived on the
reservation. In order to get
them to give up the old tribal
life of living together in a
village, the agent withheld
the rations until the people
decided to move out to the
cpuntry and begin farming a
piece of land. People were
taught how to build log
houses and how to farm.
Soon:our people were living
in log houses and trying to
learn the ways of a new life.
Many of the old people

1s.if
1 04 °

resented this new life (and
continued to live in tents
pitched next to the houses.

Many of the people thought
living in houses was very
unhealthy and caused illness
and bad ways of behaving in
the people who lived in such
houses. They werej partially
right since living in a single
place for a long time cljd
mean one had to make
special efforts to keep it
clean, orderly and free from
litter and flies. This was not
as easy as the times in the
past when all one had to' do

168



was moye if the grass around
the camp wore out or if too
many people with sickness
wQre in camp. The new way
of life also brought with it the
wasting of some things the
people could not use. This
meant they had to deal with
getting rid of waste and junk
which would not return to the
land as left-overs from animal
remains had in the past/

Gradually people learned to
live in and take care of theh'
hpuses and the area around
the houses and corrals. They
learned to dig and make

toilets; buried junk in deep
holes or ravines and some
even planted grass and
flowers in their yards. It was
not unusual to see an old
grandma with a broom sweep
the yard in front of the house
very regularly and to go
around picking up match-
sticks, glass and other little
things people might throw on
the ground without thinking.
People lived outside in their
yard as much as possible
when the weather was nice.
Their yards were as important
as their living rooms. People

PO
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sometimes built shades of
pine boughs in their yards to
get out of the sun when it
was hot. It was important for
them to keep all these places
clean and safe so little kids
would not hurt themselves
and neighbors would nOt
criticize them for living in a
junky place. They cared
about the natural beauty
around them and tried to
keep it as clean as possible
since they had to live there
for a long time. The little
piece of land around their
homes was.all they had left of

Pacte s 1 (4. 101 b(rI.

A

the once' vast land they
roamed'. They tried to respect
it as much as they could,
even if it was just a few trees
and some grass.

Times have changed very
much since most of the
people lived in the country on
their own land. At one time'
most of the people hod cows,
horses, chickens and a few
other farm animals. They also
grew vegetable gardens and
large plots of corn, potatoes
and beans. In these ways
they raised their own food
and were able to sell a cow or

i



horse ifi they needed money
for something. Our homes
have changed also. Many
people noIN live together in
housing groups of very
modern houses.

What do all these changes
inean?

What has caused these
changes?

Are these changes good or
bad?

In what ways are they good?
In what ways are they bad?

73

)

Are there more changes to
come?

How do you think people
should change?

How much do you think,
people should change?

What things do you think will
cause us to change in the
futurer
What is change? ,

Now that you knoW apout
these changes, what can you
do to be a .good and happy
person living today a

modern reservation world?
174

0.
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Long ago our people made
other kinds of three dimen-
sional constructions. You
have already learned of orT
kind; the tipi and how it and
our home& :have changed:-
The cyther kinds of construc-
tions have nqt changed, as
much or. 8s fast These arb
the . made, 'from fea-,

thérs, 'hair, 'raw *. hide apd
*strings of ,.sinew. Mo,st of

these _things c pre madp to
move ,and Were-e very much
like mobile. Wh:eri the
.'persori wearing or parrying
these `coRetruc,iqns WpIked,

.
A SI.

A .

7' 5
ir

danced or rode a horse, these
things Qame alive with motion
and were very beautiful sights
to see.

One, of The feather con-
structions most people kn
about is :the feather bonnet
sorTtinies called a warbon-
net pr chief's headdress. This
kind of tiepddress was made
of- eagle feathers and was
only worn by men who had
done ..many\ brave deeds.
Many people thinkonly Cijiefs
wore these. Thisis not true.
Some .men wl;o had won
mapy jlonors owned such



headdresses but were not
chiefs. ,

During his carepr as- a
warrioi a 'man was able to do
many brav'e things. These
things included touching an
enemyt. and coming back. .

alive; killing ap enemy in hand
to-hand combat; touchin9 an
enemy shortly after someone
else had killed hip and.;
capturing or stealing the
horses of the enemy.

Each of these brave, deeds',
had . t9 be witnessed by a

; man's companion or fellow
warriors. -The accorriplish-:,

ments wpre then retold
before, a 'council of old and
young warriors. After a rrian
had smoked the pipe he told
of his -brave deeds. His
companigns then agreed or
disa'greffl with his story. If all
agreed, thon 'the man w'as
allowpd to wear a feather Or
.feathers .marked in a special
wpy so all the people may
k9ow of his accomplish-
ment. Doing brave thing§
and keeping a record of them

a- Nyas, ced cpunt!hg ,.0oup.
r

1
Counting couri, of coutse, are

:Ahe Englis6,.words thqt come

178



fr ni the French word, coup,.
pronounced Koo. It me6ns a
sudden swift ptow or strik6.
To the' Lakota it meant more

. than that.' A coup feather

179

could be earned by doing
other thing besides 'striking
an enemy, guch as stealing
horses from the cainp of the,
enemy.

rs
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A man sometimes made a

headdre,ss of several coup
feathers marked in a special

-way and tied with plumes or
horse hair. These were
arranged in several ways,
some in a circle. These were
Qften tied to' a stick which
could be studs into Anot of
hair at the back of the head.
Sometimes the feather ar-
rangement .was tied to a
porcupine quilled disk or a
long decoration that- hung
down the back.'

One such quilled decora-
, tion'.woin in the Sundance.
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had a piece of bison bull's tail
sevn to the bo.qom.of it. It
has-been .5aid thak only single
men could wear this type: It
may have niepn:t, that the
yoyng: man who. wore .on.e
had only a few coups to4 hi
credit. As he becth-ne .more

vt'experi.enced and more suc-
cessful he would pventually
earn more -honors. By doing
so- --1-16' would also. .be ..better
able to get the horses and
\A'realth heyvouldfie-ed to give.
as.16ifts U) the farpily of .the
girl he waritedlefor 4a' wife.
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Long ago, stealing horses-
from the enemy was not
considered vvrong. In fact it
was one way of disarming the
enemy of his transportatio-
By taking their hQrses one
was keeping the enemy away
for a while. It was also felt
that it was alright to be mean
to and make war agairwt the
enemy, but not anyohe from
one's own :tribe. .

.15'5
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Ildrses were highly prized
by our people then and were
often thought of much the
same 'way people think of
money today. If a person
owned many horses be was
able to do many things. For
example, if you wanted
something somebody else
had, you might he able to
trade a horse for it. If
someone did you a big favor

1S6
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or honored someone in your
family, you could show your
appreciation by giving them a
horse.

Stealihg horses wos a very
dangerous act. One did not
steal just any old horse in the
herd of the enemy. Other
Indian also treasured their
horses, esp4"e6ially their finest
war or hunting ponies. At
night they took their lost
horses to their camps and
staked or hobbled them next
to their. tipie. Anyone who
went horse stealing was
t.lually,after a fine and fast

ri

: ./

anirnaLThIs meant he hact.to
sneak into the enemy camp at
night. He had .to eneak past
the camp guards and not
wake up any slepping people
or cause 6ny doss to start
barking. The warrior had to
goright up to the lodge of thp
enemy; cut the halter ropes or
hobbles and Oet the horse o
horses away without dra ng
the attention of any e. ):4

Sometimes wars pever
returne.d frorn ese expedi-
tions- bec, e they got
caught u can see ,how
dangër, s and very hard it



was to do thesebings. Those
men who did retattwith onIe
or many fine horses were
considered very- brave men
and qould wear a coup
feathgr for having done such
a. brave thing.

D'uring his. career as a
warriorjf a mpn was very.

(active he .could count coup
many times and was able to
wear many feathers. He had
to get the feathers by himself
*though, .by capturin0 and
killjng an eagle in hand td
hand com!pat. To do this he
might dig a hole large eriotjgh

to fit in 9n -some high place
where' it was known that
eagles .lived. He then set out
some bait such as a live rabbit
tied to a stake near the hole.
He then climbed into the hole
and puped a covering of
branches and grass over the
hole to hide himself. While he
waited for an eagle to see and
come and get the b6i-t, the
hiding man praypd and asked
the qagles to forgfve him for
what he was about to do. He*
prayed that the power of the
eagle would still live in the
feathers and that this power
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would heip him be strong in
his life. The mon reminded
himself that because eagles

,fly so hi.gh in the sky they are
very close to Wakan Tanka
.'and knoNiv many things. He
prayed that this wisdom
might someday be his, if he

.would someday be a leader of
the people.

--- When a man had earnecl
and collected enough feath-
ers he put them together to
form a full b'onnet. If he had
Many honors he could .add a
tfailer oi long strip of
buckskin, or Cloth to the back

193

of the bon et. He then sewed
the extra feathers to this
trailer in -one, two and even
three rows, which then hung
down his back.

Sometimes men wore these
headdresses into bathe so
that the enemy might know
and see that the one wearing
the bonnet was a brave man.
Sometimes men only wore
therOnto battle if they felt
they weren't coming back. In
this way they were dressed in
theft very best if they should
enter the next life.

Often when a man d ed, his

194



feather headdress was one of
the filings put to rest with
him for the next world. These
things could never be passed
on and up,ed by, anyone else.
Each feather bonnet was 6

single man's record of his life.
iNny person w o desired to
wear such a bonhet had 'to
earn each Nather during °his
lifetime and by his owil brieve

fdeeds. Wearing a hpaddress
dicF not make a man brave
and hoporable just by. itself.
He had to have proved it over
a lifetime and was then
privilerd to wear it as a sign

122
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of his accomplishments.
Such men werQ qualified to

be war leaders, but to be a
headman of the people meant
a man also had to be wise in
the ways of peace and
problpms of everyday living.
He had to be a skilled and
industrious hunter and pro-
vider for not only his own
family but also for the ve6t
old, _orOans arid yvidows ot
-his camp. if the headman was
himself elderly, his sons,
sons-in-law and nephews
were re.sponsible for helping
him provide for the pbople.

196



You &an see from this how
even younger men pined
experionce anctrespect in the
ways of peacefulleadership.
A true headnian of The 'people

. was a generous man who
many times ,lived very poorly
bkause of the responsibility
he accepted of prOidin0 for
thQsd'of his extended family
and band who had lost their
fáther, 'husbands and brotii-
ers.

An outstanding and true
.headman was *refore one
who betame famous.hkriself
in ,a warrior's way and who

also was a .good and
generous man who helped
pnd cared for his people. In
his lifetime hp plso sponsored
or performed the proper rites,
ceremonies and givp-a-ways
for his family and bahd. He
was ,a living example of the
virtues and religiious beliefs of
the people. 9He practiced in
everyday life the values of
courage; generosity, wisdom
in dealing with human and
:spiritual affairs and depend-
ability.

When he appeared before
the people wearing 'his

198
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-feather headdress much leon-
,

or and respect was given hith,
Thp feather headdress worn
by men of such character
was a symbol and s:tood .for
the greatness and gbsodness
of a man of the people.

The meaning of the head-
.

dress is part of its bpauty.
This is true of many kinds of
art. Sometimes it is necessary
to krlow the meaning of a
piece of art to the people who
made it before we can -fully
appreciate its beauty. In
studying art of ittw Lakota it is
often necessary to know

199
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about Lakota ways in order tb
understand why certain things'
were ,made and usecl.

It is also important to think
about the ways that have
changed. Because so many
ways, of our people have
changed, some kinds of art
are no longer made. After the
people had .settled on their
own land in the different
districts on the rewrvation,
they still had headnien. Even
though people fived in one
place- and could no 4longer
make their living in the old
way, they still shared what,

da



they h*ad with eãch 9thQr and
fokwed the advice -of their
headraen. These were men
wlip were the h6ads, ot large
families 'with many relatives
and frieridl. it was ,up.to the
headman to make- the de-
cisions that topched the
eveicyday life of his droup.
These were sometimes- re-
lated to the managing of
family lands, cattie, horses
and affairs of' the household
or family settlement. In the
very early reservation days it
was the -headman whQ
represented his group when it,

a

61
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was necessary -to \--make the
trip to. t.he agency tq- receive.
the .-rptions: -He then distri-

,

buted them kequally amongN
,:the people 'he -*as respon-
sible for and represented.,

Anotkes° duty rof the 'head,
*men w,,08 to .iepreserq their
9eop1 ii, when -Ole ageiTt called
a meeting -to .thp peoplp
'about a new policy pr change
that was to come ab6ut.
These meetin& had -td4do
With the' .building and m:an-
aqing of schooli, 'ft-ea-0es,
land management and qt;her.
matters ,poncerning the gov-
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ernment, and the reservation.
As time passed, a new

.system of govprnmeht: wps
estal?liehed on the seserva-
tion, the one we knew foday.
The Indian Reorganizatioh
Act of 1934 became a law and
brought about a constitution
and the election of tribal
leaders by vote. The) old
system

3

of leader'ship based
on the old ways was no
longer practjced and gradual-
ly passed away.; Some
families, however, were still
governed- al: home by their
own headmen. During cele-

203
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brations and major ceremon-
ies the old leaders once again
were %given the authority,
respect and recognition\ they
had earlier. They became
leaders in the old way for as
long as the ocèasion lasted. It
was at these times that all the
people celebrated the good
ways from the past and wore
their traditional clothes. In the
highest pOsition of honor and
respect were, those very old
men, some born before 1876,
we'aring their feather head-
dresses and leading the
people as the singers sang_

;k
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the Chiefs Hprwring Spng.
We very :seldom pee full

feather headdresses t6day.
Why do you, thipk this is so?'
Why (JO ycji3Ohink the. few
'men \At.h9.!Wear these head-.
drppses Etjll .wsear th6*m?
Are thO'y true Chiefs?

Why not?
What ways do people have
'for gaining honor and respect
today?
Is . it possible to become a

loader of the people Wday?
What can you do today that
woyld make you'r pat rela-

4, OS

tives proud, of yo6?.,)-
What can you do today that
would help-- Make yoy a

re§pccted/ perspn when- you
are icier?
HQ' sliould we show our
respect * for older people
today?
How should we show respect
to each ot)ler?

A very old wise man has
said each of us begin building
an invisible headdress from
the time we are very young.
This invisible headdress is
made of all te good things
we do every day of our lives.



V

He has said that the' Great
Spirit watches and cares for)
those with many fe'ather.
What do 'Om think of this,
idea?

As a three dimensionpi
construction, the feather
headdress was one: of the
most beautiful in meaning
and the way it looked. It wa§
macip to move with
motions of the Man wearing:4
it. It was a fine sight to ee a?!.

it._gently swayed and swung'
as the man moved 'his heqd or_
turned h' body.





Another type othpaddress
still seen and Iised today is
the head roach. in Lakota it is

, called a pe'se (pe sha). This
word translated means .1-`top
of the head red", We are not
too sure why it 16 called this
except at one timd all or most
head roaches were dyed red.
Some .people believe the
Lakota 49t this headdress
from the Omaha Indians.
Possibly it was obthined from
them at about the same time
as the Lakota got thp bustle
and the name Omaha for a
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dance.
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The warriors qf the P wnee
teibe,. whose territory was in
eastern.and southern Nebras-
ka befOre they were rilovpd to
Oklahoma, cut their hfair lb' a
head roach fashionl and%

dressed it with tied paint arid
grease. This m'ade it thick ahd
st,iff so it vvould stand up.
Some of :them without such
haimuts used head roaches
tied to _their own hair to
simulate the roach haircut.
Some may even hpve .tied
head roaches to their roach
haircuts to add to their
appearances. Pawnee war-

*
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riors made themselves .up in
such hair fashions for scotit-
ing, hunting and war expedi-
tions into Omaha and Lakota
country. The Lakota may
have taken such roaches
from the enemy after .or
during" a battle -or: even traded
for them. Perhaps'the Lakota
'took pr traded the ..roaches
from the Omaha, who imi-
tated, took or traded the
roach from the Pawnee;

The heaid roach for the
Lakota be.came a part:of the
casttme of the Omaha
society, a grouip of Lakota

21 5
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men much like a cIut or te,am
with similar interests and
honors to their credit The
Omaha society was originally°
a warrior society but -later
turned into a social society of-
dancers who led or per-
formed the Gmaha dance as
part of their activities. At one
time the Omaha dance was
an important part of a healing
ceremony to help someone
get well.

As:time pas*sécl and people
moved to reservati9ns, the
society lost its meaning. More
and more people gradually

(.



adopted and used I head
roaches for social dances.
The head roach no longer: had
any meaning as belonging to
any particular society. Today
almost everN;r male dancer
wears a roach as a part of his
costume. Other tribes from all
over the United States also
now use the head roach.

Lor.ig ago the feathers
worn on top of the head
roach were honor feathers
telling of the coup the wearer
had counted. Today these
feathers are just a part of the
headdress.

The head roath is made of
the back hairs of the
porcupine, tied in a row on a
cord. This string of hair is
then sewn to the outside
edge of a pad. Long ago the

pad was made of porcupine
and der hair; today it is

133
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usuplly made of braided yarn
or layers of felt. A string of
deer hair tied on a cord in
the same way as the
procupine hair is then sewn
around the edge and next to
the row of porcupine hair. It is
usually the outside and final
border of deer Wr which is

219

dyed red or yellow and gives
color to *the roach.

Long ago a lock, of hair at
the top of the head was made
into a little braid and tied
around a little stick. The
roach was then tied to this
stick. Today many people tie
the roach to a harness with a
headband, whic0 is then put
on the head like a cap.
'Sometimes it is tied 'op with a
thong that pass.es under the
chin. Since long hair on nien
has becóme popular, many
modern dancers have begun
tying the roach to their hair

.A



again.
The head roacfr .a fine

example of a mobile piece of
sculpture. It has delicate fine
lines which move with a quick
springy action as the dancer

Rte

moves. Topped by one or two
graceful eagle feathers which
spin or bob, its curves. and
contours form a spatial,
moving construction with a

special beauty of its own.
When not in use, the roach

is shaped over a specially
carved cedar stick and
wrapped with a band to
preserve and keep its sivpé.

Today head roaches are
expensive to buy unless one
can inake his own. People
who 'own head roa4es as a
part of a dance'costume
appreciate Lakota ways and

22235
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traditions. They expres§ their
pride in and love of Lakota
ways when they wear thelse
pieces of art and dance. They
celebrate the joy of doin
something today thaV our
people did long ago. In this
way _mariy of our beautiful
Lakota traditions, arts and
ideas live on and gain their
rightful places part of the
art of the world.
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Another three dimensional
construction m-ade of .feath-
ers was what we know today
as the dance bustle. No one
seems to be sure yvhen we
first began using the bustle.
Some say it was introduced
b\li the Omaha Indians after
whom the Omaha dance was
named. The old name for the
Omaha dance is the Grass
dance which our people did
for as long as .anyone can
remehiber. It is therefore
doubtful that the dance was
bprrowed but that the use of
the bustle or crow belt was.
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Possibly it was brought back
as a rophy by Lakota filen
who took it from an enemy
after a battle. They may have
thought it was 'a good looking
replacement for the grass. and
vines which were usually
stuck into the back of the belt
when they did 'the grass
&lice. They alpo put grass
and vines in their belts and on
their horses when They
p9rformed a make believe
battle.

Another idea is that the
j-,crow belt was among gift's or

trade items the LakOta

1.38

'Ye

received in exchange for
horses, dried bison meatiand
hides. Long ago our people
traded these things with
other Indian trilwiwho li\;ed
along the Missouri Rivier. The
Lakota people often traded
f9r corn, tobacco, paint,.
beads and sometimes even
decorated clothes of other
tribes._ Maybe .some Lakota
man 'saw a prow belt at one
time and traded for it. 4n time,
oiher Lakoja men saw, it and
made others jike it.

It has been iaidt. that the
crow belt was at first a badge-.

4



of ,office o\r .,sReciat pign only
worn by certain warriors. The
feathers it was made of wel'e
symbolic of a battle, field. For
example, after a battle,. me_91
.eating birds such as crows,/
VultOres, magriies, hawks and
eadies came to feed on the
rpmains of dead horses and
sometimes fallen warriors... At
one time . the bustles .1:rvere
made of entire skins of crpws
pr .eaoles. This is why the
Laj<ota called, it a "crow belf.'.
As -time went on different
parts of the: bustle got new
'me,anings. The, tnio up.rifht

2,9

spike feathers or thin stripped
feathers sometimes repr9-
sented arrows received by the
enemy. The two trailers
!longing downs the back were
said to represent the trails of
battle. One led into battle,

'circled the enemy and then
led away from the battle.

Some of our own picto-
graphic records sho"w that
cww belts were among the
things owned, by certain
men's scicietiOs. These were
worn by officers or represent-
atives of a society when it
performed in public.
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One such society or men's
club was called the Kangi
Vuha or Crow Owners
Society. The officers of this
society who wore these
busutles directed the singin1g
and gave signals for the
dancing at celebrations or
ceremonies 'conducted by
this society. They made sure
nobody lagged bey or quit
in the middle of a dance.
They also made sure every-

. one took pari so nobody was
standing around who should
be participating. They did this
by shooting them with a blunt

23'2

tipped arrow which was also
a part of the society's
belongings.

The Crow Owners Society
also owned two lances, each
decorated with the, stuffed
skin of a crow. When a
warrior was given one of
these lances to carry into
battle it meant he had to
stake himself beside the lance
and staythere until thd battle
was finished or he was
finished. The only way he
could leave was if a compan-
ion could hold back the
enemy long enough tp pull up
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the lance and stake to release
him. He could not, retreat on
his own.

As time passed and our
people began living on
reservations, they abandoned
the old societies. The purpbse
of the'societies was to
organize the men into groups
to better manage the affairs
of battle and hunting. They
also helped keep order in the
camp; keep w order when the
camp wa moving; and keep
order during ceremonies. The
old societies no longer had a
purpose when the people
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began reservation life. Life
was very different when
people gave up the camp life
and began living in houses far
away from each other and no
longer moved around, hunted
or went to battle.

Gradually the bustle be-
came something that 'every
man wore at a grass dance or
Omaha danêe as it was then
called. As,time passed it eve,n
changed its shape just as the
way people danced /Jong ago
has chang\ed.

Until about 1955 it was
customary for only- the men

IF°

to dance in the center in any
direction. Women and girls
usually,tood in one place or
.moved very slowly around
the men on the outside.
Women and girls Very seldoml
danced fancy or out of line
with each other, Many
different tribes began getting
together since then and each
had their (Tin - ways of
dancing. So that everyope
from different tribes would
feel comfortable dancing
together they began dancing
the way we dance now. This
is called intertribal dancing.
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People began seeing mem-
bers of other tribes and how
they dressed. Dancers began
copying each bther and
borrowin6 ideas about cos-
tumes from each other.
Today the bustles you see at
.dances are modern versions
of the old crow belt. Today
they can be made of
kinds of feathers in many
styles and colors. Bustles,
today, are evenly balanced,
brightly colored construe:
'dons and are in many ways
like sculpture more than the
old style bustles. All the

238
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beauty that can be seeti in a
modern bustle is worthy of
the name art and is a fine
example of a mobile that can
be worn.

,239



As mobile or moving
sculpt re it is extra special
because it is given individual
treatment and movement by
the person who makes it and
wears it. Hanging dn the wall
or suspended from the
ceilipg, a gdod bustle makes a

fine piece Of art to live vvith. It
can remind 'us of the beauiy
of our past and the beauty
our peale still make and use
when they apprpciate and
know Lakota ways. Also
import ant is to own and vyse a
bustle when our pe ple
gather to celebrate_



dance; for this. is one of the
ways we still have ieft to
express how we feel and
believe about:being Lakota. It
is in the Once that the bus:tle
gains its full beauty, for it is
made to move and be seen,on
a dancer.

It is the movements of the
dancer that give the deficate
and linear masses and soft
volUme8 of the bustle Its life.
A person as. a maw of color
and shapes moving in space
is, afterall, living sculpture we
call dome.
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Pieces of sculpture that
were carved by our people
long ago are few in number
and very small. Those few
pieces which . were carved
were things for everyday use
or for ceremonies. Of these,
the most important was the
pipe.

The pipe, to our people,
was and still is the most
sacred of oNects, it is a

portable altar and ins,t,rument
of prpyer. The pipe is used in
6il important cerprnonies and
syrnbolizes the religion of the
,people. The religion of the

' 1221 4*
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Lakota will not be discussed
in this book, however, it
should be known that people
long ago were allowed much
freedom in the ways they
prayed and worshipped.

Each man or family usually
owned a pipe which was kept
in a place of honor in the
home. This pipe .could be
made and decorateck in many
ways, depending on the
person who owned it Some
peoplej preferred to own a
very simple nd plain pippi.

, Others prefer_red to decorate
and carve their pipes. Some

,
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When pipestone is first dug from the ground it is
usually wet and so ; it is etisiN carved with simple
blades and scrap rs. As it dries in the air and is
used, it hardens a d becomes brittle.
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were told in a dream or vision
how:their pipes and pipe bags
should be made and decor-
ated. Some people had
relatives who werp gopd at
quiliworking and ciarving.
These relatives might make
and decorate a pipe and pipe
bag as a present to a man in
the family. It was they who
decided how the pipe would
finally look. Some people
may have had a pipeS that was
hancipci dovvn from gener-
ation to generation and had
been made so long ago that
few if anyone knew why it

2I8 /

had been made in a certain
way.

Most pipes were similar in
basic ways. They usually had
a bowl which had to bp joined
to a stem before it could be
used. In fact the very' act of
placing the two parts togeth-
er was the begipning of the
pipe ceremony. Once the two
pieces had been joined, the
pipe became an instrument of
prayer. When it was ,. not
joined, it was considered
wood and stone but still
sacreck

It is believed the use of the
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pipe as a way of prayer began
when the White Buffalo Calf
Maiden mysteriously came to
our people long ago. She
'brought them a sacred pipe.
She showed and told them
hay it should be used and all
the good things it 'stood for.
That very first pipe is still kept
by our people at Green Grass,
South Dakota, on the Che-
yenne River Reservation.
From the time it was first
brought to us, our people
have made and prayed with
pipes. These represent the
first pipe and the way of

prayer White Buffalo Calf
Maiden taught us.

The pipe bowls of the
Lakota are most often made
of red catlinite. Some, how-
ever; are made of a black
stone found near Black Pipe,
South Dakota. The red
catlinite is found at a place
now called Pipestone,- Min-
nes". Long ago thi.s place
was considered sacred and
many tribes dug up the red
stone founcl there for making
pipes and other sacred
objects. At that time it was
understood that all people
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should be peaceful with each
other when at that place.
Today our people are still
using stone from this place to
make pipes. The place is now
a national park apd our
people mtist get permission'
from the National Park
Service befo-re they can
remove stone- from the
quarries.

The sterns of the pipes
were made of either ash or
sumac.' Both kinds of wood
h,ave a soft core called pith
which, when removed, creates
a hole running the length of

252

the stem. Sometimes when
making te hole through the
center of the stem, the wood
was split, the pith removed
and the two pieces glped
back together again. This was
then wrapped with sinew, fur
o.r porcupine quill wrappings.
Later, wire wes obtained from
white traders and from other
Indians. This was used to
burn and push the pith out of
the center of the stem. A
traditional Lakata pipestem
was usually flat and the bowl
was shaped like an upside
down T. Some everyday
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The spoons and dipper§
made of mountain 1sheep
horn and the carved wooden
bowls of our perle were fine
example,ps of graceful shapes,
simple volumes and delicate

tails.
The horn spoons were

used as dippers, cups and
bowls. A horn of a mountain
sheep was first selected. It

desired ihin;less and shape
was obtained, the horn was
boiled 'in hot water to soften
it. It was then molded by
hand to form a graceful
shape, usually with a curved
handle. Sometimes these
horns --were actually turned
inside out. When the final
shape had hardened, the
handle vvas sometimes

was then clened .and , carved or decorated with
scraped thin using a blade: porcupine quill wrapping.
and a rough' stone. "p-19 Some horns, such as that. of
Tough sfone was used as a the bison; were yeey thick and
fiie or rasp to wear the rOugh had, bee scrappd very thin
*places fliidoth. After the befprOhey would soften and
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bend from being heated.
Wooden bowls were made

by placing live coals from a ,

fire on a thick piecp of vvood*
with a naturallit round shape,
such as a burr of a tree. A
'burr is a bulging round
growth of wood on a tree,
.caused by a plant disease.
This bulge was cut frdm a
tree d smoothed and
shaped using a blade and a
rough storke. After a some-
what regular shape was
obtained, hot coals were
placed on the flat part of thl
burr aand fanned to burn the%

2,6 I
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surface. This was repeated
several times making the hole
deeper and deeper. After
each buTning, the area was
scraped and sanded until a

basin was formed. Some-
times figures or symbols were
carved on the rinVof the bowl.

Even before our people
lived on reservations ithey
began using tin dishes, bowls
and cups; iron pots, kettles
and containers and metal
knives, spoons and ladles.,
Because these were easier to
get and could be used in
many more ways, our people

made fewer and fewer horn
spoons and wooden bowls.
Because there were fewer of
these and because they
represented the old way of
life, they were saved for
ceremonies anti special oc-
casions. Some of our cere-
monies today still require the
use of a wooden bowl instead
of tin, glass or plastic.

Each time a person used a
wooden bowl or a horn spoon
he was reminded that he lived
only because the plants end
animals of this world helped
him. Plants and animals'

\.
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helped the Lakota stay alive tools_ and utensils to carry
not only as food but also as, out his way of life.

e
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THINGS tO gEMMBER...
You now keiow many thirips 41world and ouiselves.
about art and dur people.

You know that we, use our
senses to learn and re--

,

member.

You know that we mut be
aware of the life around us to
better understand.art;

You know that by being
aware of the life around 'us
we are able to make art.

Maktng art . is one way wp
share our thou6hts about the

4

Apprecjating .the art of
others is also appreciating
the peoljle who mske and
share their ideas with us.

You know that three dimen-
sional art is,called sculpture.

Yo6 knpvy thqt sculpture is
Media arranged into masses
and spaces.

You know that many kinds
of media can be used to
make sculpture.
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You know that sculpture can
be made in many different
ways.

-You knbw that there are
many different kinds of
sculpture.

You know that our long -ago
relatives made three dimen-
sional forms.

You know that our people
appreciated beauty because
they made three dimensional
fornis that were beautiful
and represented what was

2 5
'as

good and right for them.

You know that our peopi
gave meaning to the three!
dimensional forms they
made.

You know that some of the
art of our peopleS has
changed.

You know that some,of the
art our peopje made long ago
still has not changed 'and is
still niade today,

-

You know that 'our' peop

.

.
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still make some of the old art
.-to be used and appreciated
becau§e of thp old ideas this
art represent's.

You know that our people
still belie.ve maby of pie good
apd beautiful old ideas.

You a.lso know that many of
ttlq old ideas of the people
have_ changed,.

You know that many of the
good ideas have pa'ssed
away and nobody believes °in

-7- them ariympre
4

4:7

'You nOw know that you can
make sculpture. Scylpture,
remember is three dimen-
sional art and you ,can make
it today using.many different
ideas and modia.

Y,,,ou know th.at you can use
ideas and media from lohg
ago or just_ from today.

Remember ... long ago our
people appreciated art and
made their lives beautifa.
Today we can still makp bur

NMI

lives beautiful in many
diffprqnt ways. We' cp,n1still
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: appreciate beuty. We can
still think beautiful thoughts.
All we have to do is try and
keep trying. .

Long ago our people did
very hard ''Vlings because
they believed they were
doing the right and good
things. Thday we can still do
hard things if we believe wp
are right. Making and a'ppre-
ciating beauty is a right and
good thing.

Since the beginning of
time, people all over the
world, including/ the Lakot6,
believed that beauty is .good

27-3
1,64

and right. In this way all
people never change. They
do, however sometimes for-
get for awhile. It is tile
appreciation of beauty that
helps make, life worth living.

We must all try to make
life better for ourselves and
others by doing and acting in
good ways. Making art;
appfeciating art as beauty
apd appreciating the beauty
of ihe world arid others is
one wv.

,
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PHOTOGRRPFS
Page 24 - Photograph: Smithsonlap institute;LNationel:

Anthropological, Archives,-'7Byreau Of...Amèri6an
EthnOlogy Collection.

Page 56 - Photograph: Art Amiotte

Page 73 - Photograph: Art Amiotte

Page 75, 76, 78 --Photpgraph:' Student Work,- institute of
American Indian, Arts, Santa Fe, N. M.

Page 84 PhotograPh: Upper Right, Museum of The
American Indian, Hoye Foundation, New York,
N. Y. Lower Center, U. Department of Interior,
Indian Arts and- Crafts Board, 'Sioux Indian
Museum and Crafts Center,fiapid City, S. Dak.

Page 85 Tipi photo from Smithsonian Institute,
National Anthropologial Archives, Bureau of
American Ethnology Cbtlection, Moccasin photo
from Museum of the Americqn Indian, Heye
Foundatipn, New York, N. Y.

Page 87 - Photograph: -Right, Smithsonian Institute,
Nafional Anthropol-ogical . Archives, Bureau of
American Ethnology Collection.

Page 88 - Photograph: Upper left, Doll photo; Museum
of the Amerrcan Ndian, 'Heye Foundation, New
York, N. Y.

Page 8'9 - Photograph: Lowers center Head roach,
Museum of the ,kmerican Indian, Hoye Founda-
tion, New York, N. Y. ,*. Lower right, Rapid City
Sioux Pottery; Arlan Collection, Rapid City,
S. Dak.. /

,

Page 99, 103, 106, 107 Photograph: Smithsonian
Institute, National Anthropological Archives,
Bureau of .Arnerican Ethnolooy Collection.
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.-Page 111.-.1.7Photograph: Left, Warbeinnet, Museum -of ,the
Afffirican lndn, Heye Foundation, New York,

W.S. Campbell Collection, We6tern:
History collqctions; UnIversity of- OklahOrpa'
Library.

:_
Page 114 - Photograph: Smithsonian Institute, National

Anthropological Archives,. Bureau of American
,Ethnology.collectton.:

Page 121 PhotograPh: Mubeum (5f. 'the -Arneilcan.
Heye Foundation, New York, N. Y.

Page. -128\7 Photograph: Smithsonian institute, National
. AnthropOlogical Archives, Bureap of American

- Ethnology Collection.

Page 129 - Photograph: Left and Lower Right, Museum
-of the American Indian, Heye Fouhdation, New
York, N. Y.

Page 130 - Photograph: Smithsonian Institute, National
Anthropological Archives, B.ureati of American
tahnology Collection.

Page 149 - Photograph: Upper Right, Rapid City Sioux
Pottery, Arlan Collection, Rapid City, S. Dak.,
Lower Left, Museum of the American Indian, Heye.
Foundation, New York, N. Y.

Page 13, 154 - Photograph: Rapid City Sioux Pottery,
Arlan Collection, Rapid City, S. Dak.,

Page 157, 160 - Photograph: Museum of the American
Indian; Heye Foundation, New York,

Page 165 - Photograph: Upper left, Art Amiotte, Upper
Center, Art Amlotte, Left Center, Lower- Left,
Lower Center, Upper Right, Lower Right, Student
Work, Institute of American Indian Arts, Santa Fe,
N. M.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Aberdeen, South Dakota

The logo of the Cultural Arts Cuiriculum
Pevelopment Cebter depicts three pictographic
figures representing two children and an adult,,
the teacher and the students in the center bf the
hoop or circle. The symbol thus depicts unity
and solidQrity of the people through education
of, by and for the. Lakota people.


